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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This thesis attempts to utilize prior theory and research from the
sociology of formal organizations in an applied study of the recruitment
bases of the Roman Catholic priesthood in the United States.

It is here

assumed that these recruitment bases are much like those of other ethnicbased professions within heteronomous organizations.
Specifically this research analyzes the operation of ethnic af f iliation, its effect on other select social origin variables and the mediating effects, if any, of nativity.

By focusing on ethnic affiliation as

an independent variable, a contextual approach to the problem of professional recruitment is adopted.
After a brief statement of the problem underlying the present
research, the first part of the study is divided into three sections.

In

the first, a framework for the contextual approach to analyzing organizations is advanced.

Second, the reader is introduced to the Catholic

religious professional and his recruitment base.

The third and final

section reviews the literature on ethnic affiliation in relation to the
empirical study of the American Catholic priesthood.
The second part of the thesis contains the conceptual framework for
the study and then derives the empirical design for the research.

The

variables chosen for analysis are discussed, and then placed in a frame-

1
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work for empirical analysis.

The variables are then operationalized for

the population at hand, specific hypotheses are advanced, and the statistics which are used in the analysis are explained.

Finally, a brief

section deals with the sampling design and the data collection of the
larger study of which this research is only a secondary analysis.
Part III of the thesis presents data analysis and empirical findings
of the research; the fourth and final part contains the major conclusions
of the study and discusses their implications for the priestly profession
itself and for further research on the priesthood.
Organizational Analysis: A Contextual Approach
The Roman Catholic Church in the United States is an organization.
Many approaches are open for analyzing tpis organization: global, structural, and analytical (Blau:l965).

In the global and structural approaches

the research proceeds by examining the interactive aspects of organizational behavior.

In the analytical approach, interest is focused on the

organization's individual members--their personal characteristics, attitudes, and various behavior patterns.

The latter approach is used in

this study of the social origins of American priests.
Many kinds of variables cluster around the different approcahes to
organizational studies.

There are static variables, functional variables,

contextual variables, and output measures (Schoenherr:l970).

These

clusters provide a gestalt for analyzing the organizational realities of
bureaucracies, enterprises, non-profit formal organizations and voluntary
associations.
Structural variables in Schoenherr's use of the term are an organization's unchanging attributes.

Dynamic interrelations and individual

3

system members' contributions to the organization's goals are characteristics of functional variables.

Contextual variables describe the

organization's environment while instrumental or technological variables
describe the resources used in performing the activities of the importconversion-export processes of any open system's administrative variables
which define the dynamics of decision-making and deiegation of authority.
Finally, the output measures describe the external effectiveness and
internal efficiency of the organization by explaining the goal-attaining
apparatus.
To date most organizational research has persisted in examining the
complex relationship of functions, static, and contextual variables.
Blau and Schoenherr (1971) point out that organizations do not exist in
a vacuum but in the context of a specific· social enviornment.

This con-

text includes members of the organization, (e.g., employees) the publics
served, and the communities in which they interact.
Contextual analysis like organizational analysis may proceed along
three planes: global, structural and analytical.
separate classes of phenomena.

Each investigates

Blau defines global variables as those

characterizing the context as a whole.

Analytical variables refer to the

specific contributions an individual in the environment makes.
clearly a psychological perspective.

This is

Lastly, structural contextualism

derives its measures from characteristics of groups within the environment, (e.g., the social origins of employees) (Blau:l965), the history
of certain ethnic groups (e.g., Irish, German, Italians, etc.J.

Most

of these ethnic groups immigrated to the United States between 1840 and
1940.

As a result American Catholics embody a number of ethnic genera-
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tions in this country.

Thus, religious affiliation in this case implies to

some degree ethnic affiliation.
In the context of this religious organization, a global contextual
characteristic may be exemplified by the ethnic affiliation of a particular
group within American Catholicism, e.g., priests.

(The designation "ethnic

affiliation" will be utilized throughout this research to generally denote
specific national stocks.)
Structural contextual components would be denoted by the different
generations of ethnic priests.

These generations denote the different time

spans a particular ethnic group has spent in the United States.

This study

utilizes three generation groups: first, second, and those whose families
have been in the United States for at least three generations.
Analytical contextual components are denoted by other family background variables evidenced in the behavior of the individual priest and
his parents.

Educational levels, drinking habits, ethnic identity are but

three among many to be discussed.
Catholic Religious Professionals
The professional clergy are defined as the principle employees of
the Western (Roman) rite of the Church.
of the clergy.

Priests form the dominant majority

In addition to the clergy, the Church also contains non-

ordained religious professionals such as lay brothers and members of
religious connnunities of women.
The 56,973 American Catholic priests (Kennedy, 1973) belong to one of
two distinct work or occupational systems: the diocese or religious community.
a bishop.

The former system falls under the direct supervision and control of
The authority structure of the religious community is affected
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by the particular rule of the community each of which has its own religious
superior.

One chief characteristic which distinguishes the two systems is

the type of work done by each.

Clergy affiliated with a diocese usually

engage in a generalized ministry to baptized members of the Church through
the structures of a local parish.

The religious clergy more often under-

take specialized work in such areas as teaching, research, preaching, etc.
Both diocesan and religious priests, however, generally exercise their
professional role in a variety of contexts yet generally in a dominantly
Catholic context despite the variety of tasks they perform.
In recent years, some scholarly attention has been given to the study
of religious professionals.

The attention seems to have grown out of a

concern for understanding both the changing function of formal religion in a
post-industrial society and the normative framework and organizational contexts.

Many of these studies have taken an analytical approach in their

analysis.
Early classical writings (Spencer: 1895; Durkheim: 1915) were basically descriptive in nature and diagnostic in tone.

More contemporary

empirical studies have abandoned the classical interests of Weber and
Troeltsch (1960) and focused their analysis on one of the following areas
(Zelus: 1972).
1.

Diagnostic analysis of the

c~ergy

as a profession in the

modern world (cf. Hagstrom: 1957; Fletcher: 1961; Gustafson: 1963;
Glasse: 1968; Haddon: 1969; Stewart: 1969; Sturzzo: 1969).
2.

The institutional context of clergy behavior stressing

the status dilemmas, role strains, and career lines of clergymen (cf. Goldstein: 1953; Pitcher: 1954; Blizzard: 1956; Carlin
and Mendlovitz: 1958; Cumming and Harrington: 1963; Evans: 1963;

6
Hammond: 1966; Haddon: 1965; Underwood: 1960).
3.

Organizational contexts for work (Gannon: 1972;

Zelus: 1972).
The Catholic priest is responsible for the well being of the organization to which he belongs.

As a professional within it, he is responsible to

some degree for maintenance and perpetuation functions.

Recruitment of new

professionals is one maintenance task, contributing to the organization's
well being.

The make up of those ethnic recruitment bases from which can-

didates are drawn is of the upmost importance in laying a base for analyzing
the profession.

Since the Church is an ethnic based organization, it looks

to these groups for many of its recruits.
In recent years som,e research on the clergy's personal and social
characteristics with emphasis on the origins, theological, political, and
social attitudes of priests and the factors effecting the recruitment of
clergy (Donovan: 1958; Smith and Sjoberg: 1961; Neal: 1965), has been done.
Social origins are one key area in recruitment analysis.

Investigation into

this area provides a firm base for analyzing the quality and type of interaction the religious professional has with other dimensions of the organizational context.

Although the above cited studies have often cited ethnicity

in profiling the clergy's social origins, little attention has been given to
it as a key factor.

The recruitment study reported here thus begins by

explicitly focusing its attention on ethnicity as a key factor in examining
priests' social origins.
Some research has been done in contextual analysis though none has
shown an explicit utilization of the ethnic generational distinction (hereafter referred to as nativity) in their studies of the recruitment bases
of the clery.

Most notable have been the studies of Donovan (1958),

Fitcher (1961), Greeley (1972), and Gannon (1972).

7
Donovan's (1958) analysis of the American hierarchy's social origins
characterizes them as second generation Americans raised in the Northeastern
or North Central sections of the country whose parents had little formal
education.

Fitcher (1964) studied diocesan clergy engaged as associates in

the parish ministry.

His study reports results similar to Donovan's

regarding demographic distribution.

He reports an ?Verrepresentation of

these priests in the East North Central states and underrepresentation in
the Middle Atlantic states.
Greeley's (1972) and Gannon's (1972) separate analysis of the National
Opinion Research Center (NORC) study of the priesthood in the United States
report similar results.

Both report that American bishops are generally

older than the typical American clergy.
raised in large cities.

Bishops are likely to have been

They indicate that clergy with Irish ethnic family

backgrounds are overrepresented among America's priests.

Finally, these

writers report the social origins of religious superiors are likely to
resemble those of their subjects than the bishops social origins do to
their diocesan clergy.
The analysis of organizational realities reported on the following
pages investigates the more basic questions surrounding the ethnic background of America's Catholic priests: What are the dominant ethnic groups
represented among American priests?

What are their characteristics?

one generation differ from the next in their social origins?

Does

Taking a cue

from Garnier's (1972) recent critique of military school recruits, our
concern here is not with the operation of these variables on later periods
in their professional life cycles.

Rather, it is to give a deeper under-

standing of why they and their parents were, thus providing a firm base for
analyzing other dimensions of the organizational context.

8

Ethnic Affiliation
The importance of ethnic affiliation in contextual research has been
noted by several classical theorists.

De Tocqueville and Weber realized

the subtle manifestations of ethnic affiliation.

For example, De Tocque-

ville (1800) noted:
The emigrants who come at different periods and occupy the territory
differed from each other in many respects. These men had certain
features in connnon • • • The tie of language is perhaps the strongest
and the most durable that can unite mankind. All the emigrants spoke
the same tongue, they were all offsets from the same people.
Weber defined an ethnic group as a human collectivity based on an
assumption of common origin, real or imaginary.
Others have commented on ethnicity in the United States in their discussion of assimilation and acculturation processes.

In 1782 Creve Couer

wrote, "Here (the United States) individuals of all nations are melted into
a new race of men."

Ralph Waldo Emerson (1901-1914) expanded on this theme:

As in the old burning of the temple at Corinth by the melting and
intermixture of silver and gold and other metals a new compound more
precious than any called the Corinthian brass was formed; so in this
continent-asylum of all nations--the energy of Irish, Germans, Swedes,
Poles and Cassocks, and all the European tribes--of the Africans, and
of the Polynesians--will construct a new race, a new religion, a new
state, a new literature.
Others recognized the expansive reality of pluralism in the United
States.

Early in this century, Emily Green Balch, a Wellesley College pro-

fessor who specialized in studies on Slavic inunigration, saw the effects
attitudes fostered by Know-nothings and others of a like mind had on the
immigrant.

II

coming to America they are cut off from the life of

their old country, without getting into contact with the true life of their
new home, from which they are shut off by language, by mutual prejudice, by
divergent ideas • • • " (1910).

Other contributors (e.g., Thomas and Znan-

iecki, 1918-1920), provided additional witness to this situation.
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On

the other hand, E.K. Francis argued that the ethnic collect-

ivity represented an attempt on the part of men to keep alive in their
pilgrimage from peasant village to industrial metropolis, some of the
diffuse, descriptive, particularistic modes of behavior that were common
in the past.

The ethnic group emerged only when the peasant commune

broke up and was essentially an attempt to keep some of the values, some
of the informality, some of the support, some of the intimacy of the communal life in the midst of an impersonal, formalistic, rationalized, urban,
industrial society (Greeley:l969).
Attention on the ethnic factor has been limited in recent organizational research.

With the exception of attention given to Jewish, Black,

and other groups, little notice is given to the richness of ethnic variety
in organizational contexts.

Such an attitude possibly explains Herberg's

(1956) conclusion that religion would replace ethnicity as a discriminating variable in American society.

To take such a position would seem to

close one's eyes to the gestalt of social reality.

Although religious

affiliation is a key discriminating variable, it is only one aspect of the
total socio-cultural context.
In contrast to Herberg's premature conclusion regarding the future of
American ethnic pluralism, Andrew M. Greeley's comment is illuminating:
We do not want to deny that the ethnic communities are very powerful
interest groups nor that acculturation seems to be going on at a
faster rate than assimilation. But we are still forced to wonder
why cotmnon national origin would be the basis for organizing and
sustaining an interest group, and would also wonder whether even
acculturation has gone on quite as rapidly as some observers might
think • • •
The question is made even more complex by the fact that the various
innnigrant groups came here at different times, both in the development of society they left behind and in the development of American
Society (1969).
Investigations into the social origins of an organization's recruits
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outside of those to religious organizations generally do not handle the
ethnic dimension.

Janowitz's (1960) classic study of the military pro-

fessional and his subsequent writings on the subject are notable exceptions.

Valuable contributions have been made by researchers studying

religious professionals.

Among these are the works of Donovan (1953),

Scherer (1962), Greeley (1971), Gannon (1972) and lastly the recent release
by Hall and Schneider (1973).
Taken as continuous literature, all the research on recruits' social
origins points to several conclusions, all of which are relevant for future
studies of the clergy.
1.

Analysis of recruits' social origins has concentrated on socio-

economic variables and select demographic variables (e.g., age, region).
2.

Little or no investigation has been given to variations across

ethnic groups, across generations of the same ethnic group, or within
similar generations across different ethnic groups.
The next chapter fits the concepts and propositions of earlier
research to a design for the present study of ethnic family backgrounds of
the social origins of Catholic priests.

CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL DESIGN
Conceptual Framework
The ethnic groups to which American Catholic priests are affiliated
form the units of analysis for this study.

Despite. their common European

heritage, these groups are distinct in terms of customs and language differences.

One measure of variation across and within ethnic groups remains,

however, and will form an important part of this study: ethnic generations.
They are: the first generation ethnic, the second generation, and the third
generation ethnic.
Assimilation and acculturation processes effects on ethnic groups
have frequently been considered from the.perspective of conflict theory.
Wirth (1945) noted the various responses minority groups made to their
unpriviledged position.

Three are relevant to this discussion: the

secessionist, assimilationist, and pluralistic.

The secessionist set up

its own style of behavior apart from the dominating majority.
sionist sets up a ghetto.

The seces-

The assimilationist seeks to merge the minority

members into the wider society by abandoning his group's cultural distinctiveness.

He adopts the superordinates' values and styles of life.

The

pluralist desires acceptance while he also seeks to retain his group's
cultural distinctiveness.

It is assumed these three "types" correspond in

a broad sense to the three ethnic generations subsumed under the variable
iutivity.
The first generation ethnic is generally very "foreign" in his
orientation; he represents the ethnic group at its "most alien."
secessionist.

He is the

Unless immigration occurred at an early age, the bulk of his

socialization took place in a different socio-cultural experience than that
11
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which a native-born American experiences.

The social system from which he

emigrated developed and trained him to function within that particular
system.

He outlines a clear profile of the society left behind as well as

a new force to be reckoned with for the receiving country.
The second generation ethnic--the assimilationist--presents a less
sharply focused picture.

He is caught between two poles.

he is very akin to his immigrant parents.

In many respects

He shares many of their values

often foreign to the native culture into.which he has been born.

Yet he is

attracted as well to certain values held by the native majority.

He is

caught between the customs of the "old country" and the opportunities of
the "new. 11

He strives to be "American," to become like the WASP majority.

He strives to be as American as the next man.

This pursuit does not limit

itself to the economic life sector but to other areas as well, e.g., social
activities, schools, etc.
He desperately wishes to belong and to have this acceptance recognized
by the native majority.

Occasionally this frantic pursuit leads to almost

stereotyped behavior especially on civic holidays, e.g., numerous flag displays, blind and boisterous support of government policies.

It would seem

any dissent from what are seen as native held positions is proof of his not
truly being "one of us."
Insecure in his identity, exploited by the power elites, his "superpatriot" behavior overcompensates for his feelings of inadequacy.
feelings are not the result of a crippling fantasy.

Discrimination exists.

The second-generation as all ethnics must "hustle" in America.
strive for quality education.

These

He must

He must work harder than others at his

occupation to disprove nativist prejudice about his talents.

Yet even if

success is his, he may still feel excluded--real or fantasized--because he
is not one of "them."
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The third generation stands in contrast to his fellow ethnics.
fruits of his parents' and grandparents' labors are his to enjoy.

The

Oppor-

tunities for advancement--occupationally and socially--are generally open.
Open, that is, as long as he is more like "us" than "them"--although in not
such a frenzied style as his father.

The third generation ethnic really

does not know what "ethnic" means, aside from relig;i.ous-familial occasions.
The repression and denial strongly exercised by his parents have left him
without a sense of the past--a sense of tradition.
the grandson seeks to regain."

"What the son has lost,

The searcher may find his lost treasure,

but it will only be partial, for the structures and the social contexts from
which the traditions developed are thousands of miles away and now lost in
the past.

He is the pluralist.

This brief description of ethnic subtypes clearly points out that three
types of social groups exist within the ethnic communities.

To designate one

type as "more or less" ethnic would probably be theoretically invalid.

It

can be hypothesized though that the first generation ethnic would be more
like his relatives in his land of birth than his grandson.

Some variations

may be due to differences in time, age, etc., yet some of these "time" differences must be accounted for by assimilation and acculturation processes.
As one indicator of the functioning of these processes, the nativity of the
ethnic group should have mediating effects on the relationship of ethnicity
and other social background variables.
Research Design
Nine variables concern the present study: ethnic affiliation, nativity,
professional generation cohort, ethnic region, ethnic identity, parental
religious affiliation, parental educational background, parental drinking
problems, and parental marriage instability.
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These variables will be measured for a sampled group of Catholic priests
in the United States, utilizing a model derived from the findings of previous
research.

The questionnaire utilized in this study was constructed by the

National Opinion Research Center as a part of their national study of
Catholic priests.
Appendix.

The specific questions utilized are reproduced in the

Ethnic affiliation constitutes the independent variable.

is considered the intervening variable.

Nativity

The others (professional generation

cohort, ethnic region, ethnic identity, parental religious affiliation,
parental educational background, parental drinking problems and parental
marriage instability) are dependent or outsome variables.
Ethnic Affiliation is measured by priests fathers' ethnic group
identity.

The three largest ethnic groups are selected and compared with

the total sample.

Two of these groups

~omprise

older immigrant populations

(Irish and German), whereas one group (Polish) has more recently arrived in
the United States.
Nativity is measured by dividing those respondents who indicated both
their immigrant generation and that of their fathers' into three categories:
first generation ethnics (hereafter referred to as the immigrant generation),
second generation ethnics, and the third or more generation ethnics (hereafter referred to as the third generation).

If the respondent indicates

that both he and his father were not born in the United States, he is
identified as a member of the immigrant generation.

If, on the other hand,

his father was not born in this country, but he was, the respondent is
classified as belonging to the second generation.

Lastly, if both the father

and respondent were born in the United States, the respondent was classified
as belonging to the third generation.
Professional Generation Cohort is defined as those priests who were
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ordained to the priesthood in the same year.

Professional Generation Cohort

is measured by dividing those responding into three mutually exclusive
cohorts: senior, juniors and freshmen.
Ethnic Region indicates the geographical region of the United States 1
in which priests report they were raised for most of their youth.
Ethnic Identity comprises two dimensions: parental ethnic identity-the degree to which priests' parents either identified or strongly identified
with a particular ethnic group; Respondents' Ethnic Identity--the degree to
which priests state that at the present time they identify with a specific
ethnic group.

Ethnic Identity for both dimensions is measured by indicating

those who identified or strongly identified and those who did not identify.
Parental Religious Affiliation refers to the select parental behavior
in the religious system.

It comprises three dimensions: parental national

parish membership, parental religious exogamy, and parental piety.

First,

Parental National Parish Membership is measured by indicating the number of
priests who stated their parents belonged to a parish whose membership was
dominated by a particular ethnic group.

Religious Exogamy is measured by

indicating the number of priests stating their parents were not ''born" into
the Roman Catholic religion.
the quality of practice.

Parental Piety is measured by those indicating

The first dimension is measured for both parents

as a unit while the latter two are separately measured for each parent.
Parental Education Background refers to the educational level completed
by their parents.

Educational levels are categoried into three levels:

eight grades or less; some high school; high school or greater.
Paternal Drinking Patterns refer to fathers' drinking patterns.

~he specific categorization of area was determined from previous
research conducted by the Center for Applied Research in the Apostolate
(CARA) in professional recruitment studies.

It is
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measured by discriminating those who reported their fathers were problem
drinkers and from those reporting their fathers were abstainers or nonproblem drinkers.
Parental Marriage Stability refers to the cohesion of the parental
marriage.

It is measured by discriminating the number of priests who reported

their parents were divorced or separated from those who stated otherwise.
Hypotheses
The major assumption of this research is that nativity has an intervening affect on the relationship of ethnic affiliation and other social
origin variables.
1.

Specifically, we hypothesize that:

Controlling for Ethnic Affiliation,
a. the third generation will report higher concentrations of
respondents in the youngest age categories than the first
generation;
b. the third generation will report being raised in regions of
the country generally west of eastern regions;
c. the third generation will report markedly decreased numbers
stating parental and self-identification with an ethnic
group than the second generation;
d. the third generation significant variation from other
generations on the religious affiliation variables;
e. the first generation will report higher frequency of parents
who completed eight grades or less of education than second
and third generation groups;
f. the third generation will report higher frequency of parental
drinking problems than other generations;
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e. the third generation will report higher frequencies of
divorce and separation than other generations.
2.

Controlling for Nativity,
a. ethnic groups will concentrate in two or three regions
rather than equal dispersion among the regions;
b.

older ethnic groups will report higher frequencies among
younger professional age cohorts than more recently arrived
groups;

c. more recently arrived ethnic groups will report more
frequently parental and self-identification with an ethnic
group than older stocks;
d.

more recently arrived groups will report higher frequencies
on parental religious affiliation variables than older stocks;

e. more recently arrived groups will report lower parental
education scores than older stocks;

f. older ethnic groups will report lower frequency of paternal
drinking problems than more recently arrived groups;
g. insignificant variation will be reported among ethnic
groups regarding marital instability.
Statistical Techniques
Bivariate analysis of the variables will be presented in a series of
cross tabulations.

The lamda

(~

and the gamma (G) measures of associa-

tion will indicate the proportional reduction of error in estimating the
values of a dependent variable which is attributed to knowledge of a given
independent variable.

The use of Chi square (X2) will allow testing the

hypothesis that any observed association is the result of sampling variation from a population in which the association is zero.

These statistics
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used because the indices are nominal and in some cases ordinal.

Other

statistics (e.g. 'Y") are not used because they are not applicable in
analyzing these indices.
Sampling Design and Data Collection
Data of this study were collected by NORC as part of a prior large
scale applied research investigation into the Roman Catholic priesthood in
the United States.

Commissioned by the National Catholic Bishops' Confer-

ence, NORC undertook a survey of a national sample of American Catholic
priests, (including both diocesan and religious priests and bishops).

The

basic sample consisted of some 7,500 priests, or about 14 per cent of all
priests in the United States at the inception of the study (January, 1969).
Of these, 4,500 have been drawn from among the diocesan priests of 85 dioceses;
the remaining 3,000 are priests who are members of 85 religious communities.
The sample was drawn according to a two-staged, stratified design.

In the

first stage a sample of all dioceses and religious communities was drawn
from strata set up according to size and region of the country.

From a total

of 156 Catholic dioceses and 253 religious communities, the 85 dioceses and
85 religious communities were chosen.
Since the ratio of diocesan priests to religious priests is approximately three to two in the United States, this was reflected in the numbers
of each chosen to fill out a sample of 7,500.

At the second stage of

sampling, individual priests were drawn at random from the membership of
the units sampled in the first stage.

About thirty priests were drawn from

each of the small dioceses, forty from the medium, fifty from the large, and
sixty from the extra large.

About twenty priests were drawn from each of

the small religious communities, forty from the medium and sixty from the
large.

In the case of the extra-small communities, usually the queationnaire
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was sent to all the members.

The collection of the data proceeded as

follows: in December, 1969, some 2,200 questionnaires were mailed out in
the first wave.

In January, February, and April, 1970 three follow-ups on

that mailing list occurred.

A 77 per cent response rate (or roughly 10 per

cent of the total 1969 American priest population) after several mailing
follow-ups occurred in the second quarter of 1970.
are 5,275 usable questionnaires (Zelus: 1971).
distribution.

At this writing there

Table 1 depicts the sample
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TABLE 1
SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC DATA

Size Category

Parameters

Sampled Units

Extra-small

1-20 Priests

23 Religious Communities

164

Small

21-100 Priests

17 Religious Communities
22 Dioceses

191
536

Medium

101-200 Priests

22 Religious Communities
24 Dioceses

540
836

Large

201-500 Priests

23 Religious Communities
25 Dioceses

1,215
952

Extra-large

Over 500 Priests

15 Dioceses
85 Religious Communities
85 Dioceses

N

731
2,110
3,045

CHAPTER III
CONTEXTUAL QUALITIES OF CATHOLIC ETHNIC PRIESTS
THE UNITED STATES
Findings Regarding Sample
Distribution and Professional
Generation Cohort
The distribution of the sample by ethnic groups is depicted in
Table 2.

It should be noted that Irish are overrepresented among those

ethnically affiliated.

Tables 3 and 4 depict the bivariate relation-

ship between ethnic affiliation and professional generation cohort.

The

tables show a fairly equal distribution of religious professionals across
professional cohorts.

Slight variation is reported when specific ethnic

groups are examined (Table 5) among each age cohort.
significant
compared.

Tables 6-9 depict

variation occuring when generations within ethnic groups are
For example, while first generation Germans report a high

concentration (72.7) of their cohort among the senior cohort, the second
and third generation report much lower representation (28.6 and 27.9) in
the senior division.
In summary, the data clearly reveal that almost one-third of the
sample belongs to a single ethnic group--the Irish.

Similarly, almost one-

third of the clergy are third generation ethnics; finally, there is a
fairly equal distribution among professional generation cohorts.
Findings Regarding Ethnic Region
Table 10 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation and ethnic region C"-

=

.231).

Examination of the cells reveals that

cases concentrate in the East North Central and Mid-Atlantic regions.
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TABLE 2
SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION

Ethnic Affiliation

SamEle Distribution
(N)

Per Cent

Irish

(1715)

32.5

Germans

(1170)

22.2

Poles

( 270)

5.2

Other

(2120)

40.1

Total

(5275)

100.0
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TABLE 3
NATIVITY BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic Affiliation

Nativity
(N)

Per Cent

Innnigrant

( 368)

7.6

Second Generation

(1274)

26.4

Third Generation

(3186)

66.0

Total

(4828,)

100.0
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TABLE 4
PROFESSIONAL GENERATION COHORT BY NATIVITY
FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Professional
Generation
Cohort

Nativity for Ethnic Affiliation
Irmnigrant
Second
Third
Generation
Generation
Generation
Per Cent
Per Cent
Per Cent

Senior

57.0

46.2

26.8

Junior

32.6

32.6

34.3

Freshman

10.4

21.2

38.9

100.0
(433)

100.0
(1344)

100.0
(3290)

Total
(N)

Gamma • .399

x2

... 336.325, 4 df, p <

.001
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TABLE 5
PROFESSIONAL GENERATION COHORT BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Professional Generation Cohort

Ethnic Affiliation

Per Cent

Senior

Junior

34.6

33.6

(1751)

(N)

G

- .120

")..s • .078

(1705)

Freshman
31.8

(1611)

Total

100.0
(5067)
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TABLE 6
PROFESSIONAL GENERATION COHORT BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE
THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic
Affiliation

Irish

German

senior

34.6

37.8

33.7

37.0

Junior

33.6

34.8

' 32. 7

32.9

Freshman

31.8

27.4

33.6

30.1

(5275)

(1715)

(1170)

(270)

professional
Generation
cohort

(N)

Poles
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TABLE 7
PROFESSIONAL GENERATION COHORT BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(BY PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
German Ethnics

Senior

Professional Generation Cohort
Junior
Freshman

Immigrant
Generation

72. 7

67.1

27.9

Second
Generation

22.7

19.1

34.9

Third
Generation

4.6

13.8

37.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

(N)

(405)

(393)

(404)

Gamma

=

x2

... 108.43

.609

P<.001
4 Degrees of Freedom
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TABLE 8
PROFESSIONAL GENERATION COHORT BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(BY PERCENTAGE)
::::..--

Nativity for
Irish Ethnics

Senior

Professional Generation Cohort
Junior
Freshman

Immigrant
Generation

46.5

48.0

32.8

Second
Generation

37.6

33.5

35.0

Third
Generation

15.9

18.5

32.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

(N)

(677)

(624)

(490)

Galllllla "" .271

x2 - 54 .355
pC:::.001
4 Degrees of Freedom
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TABLE 9
PROFESSIONAL GENERATION COHORT BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Polish Ethnics

Senior

Professional Generation Cohort
Junior
Freshman

Immigrant
Generation

80.8

55.6

8.6

Second
Generation

19.2

35.6

32.8

Third
Generation

o.o

8.9

58.6

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

(N)

(26)

(135)

(128)

Gamma

x2

=

.824

.. 118.194

pc:::::::.001
4 Degrees of Freedom

TABLE 10
ETHNIC REGION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic
Affiliation

Per Cent
- (N)

New England

Mid Atlantic

Ethnic Region
East North
West North
Central
Central

Pacific

Other

Total

100.0

16.5

28.5

27.1

15.5

5.2

7.1

(724)

(1262)

(1190)

(681)

(229)

(313)

(4399)

""
0
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However, when the three largest groups are compared with the total
sample, the variation is widened.
centrations by region.
Central regions.

Table 11 shows heavy ethnic con-

Germans concentrate in the East and West-North

Irish report high frequencies along the northern

eastern seaboard regions.
East North Central regions.

Poles concentrate in the Mid-Atlantic and
The data indicates a wide distribution of

ethnic in the Northeastern and Midwestern sections of the continental
United States.
Table 12 depicts the bivariate relationship between nativity and
ethnic regions.

A moderate association (Gamma • .280) is indicated

between the variables.

In examining migration across generations for

the sample, the table shows a general move from northeastern areas to
southern and western sections of the country.
In sunnnary, there are concentrations of Irish, German, and
Polish ethnics in the East North Central regions of the country.

There

appears to be a moderate association between regionality and ethnic
affiliation with the former appearing to be the more dominant factor.
Ethnic region provides a reliable key to the ethnic make-up of the area.
Nativity adds a discriminating factor to these reports.

The tables show

a moderate association between nativity and ethnic region.

It also

appears that the longer ethnics stay in this country, they move away
from the northeastern regions of the country to the midwest and western
regions.

This may be explained to some degree by the pattern American

ethnic migration has taken.

Like most innnigrants to the United States,

they settled in the immediate area of their port of entry--frequently
the northeastern coastline of the United States.

As ethnic generations

TABLE 11

ETlUUC REGION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION Al'ID THE THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic
Affiliation

New England

Hid Atlantic

Ethnic Reoion
East North
West North
Central
Central

Pacific

Other

Total
(N)

16.5

28.7

27.1

15.5

5.2

7.1

100.0
(4399)

Irish

20.6

37.8

20.0

10.8

5.6

5.2

100.0
(1621)

German

1.5

16.4

38.2

30.3

3.7

9.7

100.0
(1101)

Poles

7.0

34.1

47.3

8.5

.8

2.3

100.0
( 258)

w
N

TABLE 12
ETHNIC REGIONS BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation
New England

Immigrant
Generation

0.2

Mid Atlantic

Ethnic Regions
East North
Central

West North
Central

Pacific

Other

100.0
(5744)
.8

0.2

0.3

Total
(N)

(

Second
Generation

7.1

10.6

6.4

2.4

1.9

1.3

Third
Generation

9.1

17.8

20.4

13.1

3.2

5.8

36)

29.8
(1309)

69.4
(4399)

Gamma

=

.280
10 Degrees of Freedom

pC:::::.001

w
w
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developed and as economic opportunities expanded, migration westward to
the inland occurred.

Once there, they developed new ethnic communities

with the cycle beginning again.
Ethnic Identification
Table 13 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic
affiliation and parental ethnic identification.
().. =

.289) is reported.

A slight association

The table also shows, however, that over half

the clergy (53.2) report their parents did not identify with a particular
ethnic group.

Table 14 shows the variation that occurs when specific

ethnic groups are compared.

Although Polish ethnics report a strong

majority (80.9) of their parents identifying, a significant number of
German ethnics (31.7) do not.

Table 15,shows the results when nativity

is introduced as a factor; a moderate association is reported (Gamma •
.571).

All first and second generation ethnics report strong parental

ethnic identification (58.4; 72.9, respectively); third generation
ethnics, however, were not likely to report such identification.

In

sunnnary, the data shows that ethnic groups long settled in the United
States are not likely to report parental identification with a specific
ethnic group.

This is more likely to be true when nativity is con-

sidered an intervening variable.
Table 16 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic
affiliation and the respondents' ethnic identification.

The table

indicates a strong majority (78.9) presently do not identify with a
particular ethnic group.

As Table 17 shows, the three largest ethnic

groups report similar findings (Germans:

90~4;

Irish: 81.6; Poles: 59.9).

Table 18 shows the bivariate relationship between nativity and the
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TABLE 13
PARENTAL ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic Affiliation

Parental Ethnic ldentif ication
Yes

No

Total
(N)

Per Cent

(2308)

(N)

i1 -

46.8

.289

53.2

100.0

(2619)

(4927)
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TABLE 14
PARENTAL ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE
THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS

Parental Ethnic Identification
Yes

No

Ethnic
Affiliation

46.8

53.2

100.0

{4399)

Irish

46.1

53.9

100.0

{1621)

German

31.7

68.3

100.0

{1101)

Poles

80.9

lOQ.O

{ 258)

19.1

Total

{N)
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TABLE 15
PARENTAL ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
Ethnic
Affiliation

Yes

No

Total (N)

Immigration
Generation

58.4

41.6

100.0
( 310)

Second
Generation

72.9

27.1

100.0
(1346)

Third
Generation

35.0

65.0

100.0
(3271)

Gamma • .571

Xi

- 566.273

Parental Ethnic Identification

2 Degrees of Freedom
pC::::::.001
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TABLE 16
RESPONDENTS' ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Ethnic
Affiliation

Yes

Respondents' Ethnic Identification
No
Total
(N)

Per Cent
(N)

21.1

78.9

100.0

(1036)

(3880)

(4916)
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TABLE 17
RESPONDENTS' ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE
THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Respondents' Ethnic Identification
Yes
No
Total
(N)

Ethnic
Affiliation

21.1

78.9

100.0
(4916)

Irish

18.4

81.6

100.0
(1742)

German

9.6

90.4

100.0
(1181)

Poles

40.1

59.9

100.0
( 282)
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TABLE 18
RESPONDENTS' ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC
AFFILIATION (IN PERCENTAGES)

Res~ondents'

Na ti vi ty for
Ethnic Affiliation

Yes

No

Immigrant
Generation

41.8

58.2

100.0

( 340)

Second
Generation

30.4

69.6

100.0

(1323)

Third
Generation

15.l

84.9

100.0

(3253)

Ethnic Identification
(N)
Total

Gamma • .443
/.2

• 225. 703, 2 Degrees of Freedom

pc::::::0.001
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respondents' present ethnic identification.

A moderate relationship

(Gamma • .443) is reported between the two scales.

A strong majority

(78.9) report no ethnic identification.
Tables 19-21 report similar findings when specific ethnic groups
are compared with ethnic affiliation.

The tables show that with the

exception of the recently arrived ethnics, American Catholic ethnics are
not likely to identify with an ethnic group.

The wide variation between

generations within individual groups reveals the key role nativity
serves as an intervening variable.

For each ethnic group there is at

least a 50 per cent difference between the first and third generation
in reporting the respondents' ethnic identification.
In summary, American priests report significant parental ethnic
identification, yet low ethnic self-identification.

When nativity is

comsidered, a significant decrease in parental ethnic identification is
reported.

If such data is representative of the American ethnic popula-

tion, it would be reasonable to expect that ethnic identification will
disappear in a few years.
Parental Religious Affiliation:
Parental Membership in a
National Parish
Table 22 depicts the relationship between ethnic affiliation and
parental membership in a national parish.

A slight association between

the two variables is depicted in this table (G• .192).

A slight

majority of the sample state their parents belonged to a national
parish.

When the three largest ethnic groups are compared (Table 23)

similar results are reported.

There is a greater likelihood that more

recently arrived ethnic groups (Poles) will report they were members
(83.6) of national parishes then older groups (Irish: 46.5; Germans: 41.1).
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TABLE 19
RESPONDENTS' ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Respondent's Ethnic Identification
No
Total
(N)

Nativity for
German Ethnics

Yes

Immigrant
Generation

29.4

70.6

100.0

(

Second
Generation

8.7

91.3

100.0

( 150)

Third
Generation

9.4

90.6

100.0

(1014)

Gamma • .092

2 Degrees of Freedom

/.2

p.C::::::.019

- 7. 924

17)
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TABLE 20
RESPONDENTS' ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Res~ondents'

Nativity for
Irish Ethnics

Yes

No

Immigrant
Generation

30.0

70.0

100.0

( 130)

Second
Generation

23.6

76.4

100.0

( 444)

Third
Generation

15.2

84.8

100.0

(1168)

Ethnic Identification
(N)
Total

Gamma • J.29
1..2

- 27.960, 2 Degrees of Freedom

p<::_.001 is significant
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TABLE 21
RESPONDENTS' ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Polish Ethnics

Yes

Respondents' Ethnic Identification
No
Total
(N)

Immigrant
Generation

76.2

23.8

100.0

( 21)

Second
Generation

47.0

53.0

100.0

(132)

Third
Generation

27.1

72.9

100.0

(129)

Gamma • .485

-X2

- 23.018,

2 Degrees of Freedom

p<:.001
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TABLE 22
PARENTAL NATIONAL PARISH MEMBERSHIP BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Parental National

Ethnic
Affiliation

(N)

Membership

No

Total

51.4

48.6

100.0

(2454)

(2316)

(4770)

Yes

Percentage

P~rish

').a • .192 with parental national parish membership dependent
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TABLE 23
PARE~AL

NATIONAL PARISH MEMBERSHIP BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE
THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Yes

Parental National Parish MembershiE
No
Total

(N)

Ethnic
Affiliation

51.4

48.6

100.0

(4770)

Irish

46.5

53.5

100.0

(1708)

German

44.1

55.9

100.0

(1140)

Poles

83.6

16.4

100.0

( 280)
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Table 24 depicts the bivariate relationship between nativity and
national parish membership when ethnic affiliation is controlled.
moderate association (Gannna • .443) is reported.

A

While second generation

ethnics report strong membership ties (67.1), the third generation reports
much lower (42.9) membership figures. Tables 25-27 also report similar
results for specific ethnic groups when their ethnic -generations are compared.
In summary, national parish membership does not emerge as having been
a part of the life experience for the families of most American priests.
For those who did have this experience, it was more likely to have occurred
among the more recently arrived ethnics than among older, more settled
groups.

When nativity is introduced, wide variation between second and third

generation priests is reported.

The former are more likely to report such

membership than later generations.

Thus, it may be concluded that except

for more recently arrived ethnics and the youngest cohort in that group,
national parish membership was not a part of their lives.
Parental Religious Affiliation:
Parental Religious Exogamy
Table 28 depicts the bivariate relationship between paternal religious
affiliation and ethnic affiliation.

A strong majority indicate (91.3) their

fathers were raised as Catholics from birth.
As Table 29 shows, a moderate relationship between nativity and paternal ·
religious affiliation (Gamma • .484) is reported.
Table 30 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and maternal religious affiliation.

As with their fathers, priests strongly

indicate (93.7) their mothers were born Catholics.

Table 31 shows this is

more likely to be true when individual ethnic groups are compared.

Table 32
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TABLE 24
PARENTAL NATIONAL PARISH MEMBERSHIP BY NATIVITY
FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Yes

Immigrant
Generation

69.7

30.3

100.0

( 356)

Second
Generation

67.1

32.9

100.0

(1294)

Third
Generation

42.9

57.1

100.0

(3120)

Gannna - .443

x2 = 265.447
p~0.001

2 Degrees of Freedom

Parental National Parish Membership
No
Total
(N)
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TABLE 25
PARENTAL NATIONAL PARISH MEMBERSHIP BY NATIVITY IN GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
German Ethnics

Parental National Parish Membership
No
Yes
Total

Immigrant
Generation

50.0

50.0

100.0

( 18)

Second
Generation

63.1

36.9

100.0

(149)

Third
Generation

41.1

58.9

100.0

(973)

Gamma • .385
x2

• 25.570

2 Degrees of Freedom

p.C:::::.001

(N)

,.
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TABLE 26
PARENTAL NATIONAL PARISH MEMBER.SHIP BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Irish Ethnics

Yes

Parental National Parish MembershiE
(N)
No
Total

Immigrant
Generation

74.5

25.5

100.0

( 141)

Second
Generation

55.9

44.1

100.0

( 440)

Third
Generation

39.3

60.7

100.0

(1127)

Gamma • .403
x2

- 83.428, 2 Degrees of Freedom

p<.001
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TABLE 27
PARENTAL NATIONAL PARISH MEMBER.SHIP BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Na tivi ty for

Parental National Parish Membership
No
Total
(N)

Polish Ethnics

Yes

Immigrant
Generation

81.0

13.0

100.0

( 23)

Second
Generation

90.1

9.9

100.0

(131)

Third
Generation

76.2

23.8

100.0

(126)

Gamma •

2

x

.399

• 9.229, 2 Degrees of Freedom

p.C:::::::.900

r
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TABLE 28
ETHNIC AFFILIATION BY PATERNAL RELIGIOUS EXOGAMY
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Parental Religious
Exogamy

Ethnic Affiliation
(N)
Per Cent

Born
Chtholic

91.3

(4599)

Catholic
Convert

4.8

( 240)

Protestant

3.9

( 196)

100.0

(5035)

Total
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TABLE 29
PATERNAL RELIGIOUS EXOGAMY BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Born
Catholic

Paternal Reli~ious Exo~a!!!l
Catholic
Protestant
Convert

Total

(N)

Immigrant
Generation

97.2

1.2

1.6

100.0

Second
Generation

95.6

2.6

1.8

100.0

(1344)

Third
Generation

88.8

6.1

5.1

100.0

(3259)

Gamma • .484
x2 - 76.970, 4 Degrees of Freedom

pc:::.001

( 432)
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TABLE 30
ETHNIC AFFILIATION BY MATERNAL RELIGIOUS EXOGAMY
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Maternal Religious Exogamy

Ethnic Affiliation
Per Cent

(N)

93.7

(4734)

Catholic Convert

4.6

( 235)

Protestant

1.7

(

Born Catholic

)..a • O.O with maternal religious exogamy dependent

85)
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TABLE 31
MATERNAL RELIGIOUS EXOGAMY BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND
THE THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS

Maternal Relisious Exogamz
Born Catholic
Convert
Protestant

Total
(N)

Ethnic
Affiliation

93.7

4.6

l.7

100.0
(5074)

German
Ethnics

92.9

5.3

1.8

100.0
(1200)

Irish
Ethnics

93.8

5.2

l.l

100.0
(1796)

Polish
Ethnics

98.3

1.7

• •

100.0
( 289)
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shows also moderately strong association (Gannna • .626) between nativity and
maternal religious affiliation.
In sunnnary, the priests' parents' marriages show little evidence of
religious exogamy.

Although there is some evidence that religious exogamy

occurs when nativity is considered, its likelihood is slight.
Parental Piety
Table 33 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and paternal piety.

A large majority (89.8) of ethnic priests report that

their fathers were devout men.

Table 34 shows similar findings when specific

ethnic groups are compared (Irish: 94.0; German: 92.2; Poles: 98.5).
Table 35 also indicates only a very slight association (Gamma• .181),
between the nativity scale and paternal piety.

However, when nativity is

held constant among the different ethnic groups, significant variation
occurs.

While most first generation Irish and Poles (98.7 and 95.7) report

their fathers were devout, Germans report a lower majority (84.2) (see
Tables 36-38).

When generations within groups are compared, a slight but

steady increase in an indifferent, agnostic or atheistic attitudes is noted.
The sample indicates a rise from 0.4 per cent to 7.3 per cent over three
generations.

Irish report a rise from 0.1 per cent to 4.1 per cent and for

Poles an increase from 0.4 per cent to 3.9 per cent.
In summary, the majority of ethnic priests (across groups) report
having devout fathers.

However, significant variation is noted when

generations within ethnic groups are examined regarding paternal piety.
Table 39 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and maternal piety.

The table shows slightly higher percentages indicating

devotion among the ethnics' mothers.

Table 40 indicates this to be true of

individual groups when they are compared.

Table 41 also indicates very
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TABLE 32
MATERNAL RELIGIOUS EXOGAMY BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Maternal Religious Affiliation
Born Catholic
Catholic Protestant
Total
Convert

(N)

Immigrant
Generation

:97. 7

1.4

.9

100,0

( 428)

Second
Generation

98.2

1.3

.4

100.0

(1345)

Third
Generation

91.3

6.4

2.3

100.0

(3281)

Gamma • .626
x2

• 90.342,

4 Degrees of Freedom, pC::::.001
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TABLE 33
PATERNAL PIETY BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic Affiliation

Paternal Piety
Devout

Per Cent
(N)

Indifferent, Agnostic,
Anti-religious

Total

89.8

10.2

100.0

(4399)

(497)

(4896)

r
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TABLE 34
PATERNAL PIETY BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE THREE
LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Parental Piety
Devout

Indifferent, Agnostic
Anti-Religious

Total
(N)

Ethnic
Affiliation

89.8

10.2

(4896)

Irish
Ethnics

94.9

5.1

(1721)

German
Ethnics

92.2

7.8

(1160)

Polish
Ethnics

94.0

6.0

( 283)

r
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TABLE 35
PATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Paternal.Piety
Devout

Indifferent, Agnostic
Anti-Religion

Immigrant
Generation

95.4

4.6

Second
Generation

90.6

9 .4

Third
Generation

88.8

11.2

Gamma •

x2

181

• 18.328

2 Degrees of Freedom

pC::::::.001

(N)

( 411)

'

(1301)

(3184)
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TABLE 36
PATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
German Ethnics
Devout

Paternal Piety
Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

(N)

Inunigrant
Generation

84.2

15.8

( 19)

Second
Generation

94.4

5.6

(142)

Third
Generation

92.1

7.9

(999)

Gamma • .665
X2

• 2.640

2 Degrees of Freedom

pC::::::.267
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TABLE 37
PATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN

Nativity for
Irish Ethnics

PERCENTAGES)

Paternal Piety
Devout

Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

Immigrant
Generation

98.7

1.3

( 149)

Second
Generation

96.8

3.2

(

Third
Generation

93.8

6.2

(1140)

Gamma • .403
2

x

• 10.510

2 Degrees of Freedom

pc::::::.005

(N)

4~2)
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TABLE 38
PATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
Polish Ethnics

Devout

Paternal Piety
lndifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

(N)

Immigrant
Generation

95.7

4.3

( 23)

Second
Generation

96.2

3.8

(132)

Third
Generation

91.4

8.6

(128)

Gamma • .357

x2 • 2.780

2 Degrees of Freedom.

r
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TABLE 39
ETHNIC AFFILIATION BY MATERNAL PIETY
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Maternal Piety

Devout
Indifferent
Agnostic
Anti-Religion

Total

Ethnic Affiliation
Per Cent

98.0

2.0

100.0

(N)

(4904)

(

98)

(5002)
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·TABLE 40
MATERNAL PIETY BY THE THREE LARGEST ETHNIC
GROUPS AND ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Maternal·Piety
Devout

Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

Ethnic
Affiliation

98.0

2.0

(5002)

German

98.5

1.5

(1190)

Irish

98.9

1.1

(1755)

Polish

99.0

1.0

( 287)

(N)
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TABLE 41
MATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION

.,,

___________________________________
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Devout

Maternal Piety
Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti.;..Religion

(N)

Immigrant
Generation

98.6

1.4

( 425)

Second
Generation

98.1

1.9

(1334)

Third
Generation

97.9

2.1

(3243)

Gamma • .086

x2

• .906

2 Degrees of Freedom

pC:::::::..635
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little, if any, association (Gamma• .086), between nativity and maternal
piety scales.

In contrast to reports on paternal piety, the respondents

report insignificant variation when generations within and across ethnic
groups are compared (see Tables 42-44).
Therefore, maternal devotion is indicated; however, among fathers there
is a steady increase in reports of "anti-religious" attitudes.

Perhaps this

is due to their wider exposure to secular influences.
Summary of The Findings
Parental Religious Affiliation
Variables
The respondents report insignificant religious exogamy although a significant minority did not recall their families belonging to an ethnic
social center--the national parish.

Although the more recently arrived

Poles and first generation ethnics were more likely to have experienced it
than others.
ship.

Another explanation may be accounted for this lack of member-

While the respondents do not recall parental national parish member-

ship, it is possible their parents belonged to one before the respondent
was of age to recall it.
The data also indicates that priests perceived that their parents were
religiously devout.

Religion is a product of the socio-cultural context.

To some extent, practice of the religion indicates the effect of this context on the individual.

Adherence to a religion implies a sense of belong-

ing to the socio-cultural context (Greeley: 1972).

Thus, might it not be

that devotion to Catholicism indicates a sense of "belonging" to the ethnic
context?

Might not it prove a more reliable measure of ethnic identifica-

tion than the measure previously used?
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TABLE 42
MATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
German Ethnics

Devout

Maternal Piety
Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

Immigrant
Generation

95.5

4.5

(

Second
Generation

98.7

1.3

( 150)

Third
Generation

98.5

1.5

(1018)

Gamma • -.101

x?-

•

1.401

2 Degrees of Freedom

p...C::.496

(N)

22)
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TABLE 43
MATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
Irish Ethnic

Devout

Maternal Piety
Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

(N)

Immigrant
Generation

99.4

.6

( 155)

Second
Generation

99.3

.7

( 443)

Third
Generation

98.6

1.4

(1157)

Gamma •

X2

.331

• 1.785

2 Degrees of Freedom

pc:::::,.410

r
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TABLE 44
MATERNAL PIETY BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Nativity for
Polish Ethnics

Devout

Maternal Piety
Indifferent,Agnostic
Anti-Religion

(N)

Immigrant
Generation

100.0

• •

( 26)

Second
Generation

99.2

.8

(133)

Third
Generation

98.4

1.6

(128)

Gamma • .462
x2

• .716

2 Degrees of Freedom

pC:::::2.69

r
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Parental Education Levels
Table 45 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and paternal education levels.

As the table shows, a majority (55.9) of

the ethnics' fathers did not receive schooling beyond the eighth grade.
Table 46 shows that this is most likely to be true of Poles.

They report

that 6.8 per cent of their fathers did not go beyond .this level of education.
Irish report 49.0 per cent and Germans 58.l per cent for these questions.
Table 47 depicts a moderate association (0.44) between nativity and·
paternal education levels.

As the table indicates, significant variation

exists between generations.

Those whose fathers were second generation

Americans have significantly higher education levels than the other two
generations.

Interestingly, the first generation group report higher

paternal education levels than the second generation.

Tables 48-50 show

these results hold up when specific groups are examined.

One possible

explanation may be in the fact, the fathers of second generation priests
emigrated at an early age.

Thus, their education was interrupted by their

move thereby accounting for their lower educational levels.

Moreover, the

Germans have apparently reached a plateau in their educational endeavors,
while the Irish are still advancing.
catch up with other ethnics.

The Poles have a long way to go to

Some of this lag may be partially due to the

relatively recentness of their arrival in the United States.
Table 51 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and maternal education levels.

The table shows that a slight majority

stated their mothers completed the grammar school level or less.
Table 52 shows the education level completed by the mothers of ethnic
affiliates and the three largest groups.
Table 53 depicts the bivariate relationship between nativity and
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TABLE 45
ETHNIC AFFILIATION BY PATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Parental
Education
Levels

Ethnic Affiliation
Per Cent

(N)

Eighth Grade
or Less

55.9

(2711)

Some High
School

14.6

( 708)

High School
or Greater

29.5

(1433)

100.0

(4852)

Total
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TABLE 46
PATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE
THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Paternal
Education
Levels

Ethnic Affiliation

German

Irish

Poles

Eight Grades
or Less

55.9

58.1

49.0

76.8

Some High
School

14.6

15.9

16.6

8.5

High School
or More

29.5

25.9

34.4

14.8

100.0
(1173)

100.0

100.0
( 271)

Total
(N)

100.0
(4852)

<

(1705)
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TABLE 47
PATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES
Paternal
Education
Levels

Immigrant
Generation

Second
Generation

Third
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

66.5

75.5

46.9

Some High
School

13.2

11.0

16.1

High School
or More

20.3

13.4

36.9

100.0
(394)

100.0
(1250)

100.0
(3208)

Total
(N)

Gamma .,. .439
x2

- 337.598

4 Degrees of Freedom

pC:::: .001
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TABLE 48
PATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Paternal
Education
Levels

Innnigrant
Generation

Nativit;t: for German Ethnics
Second
Third
Generation
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

52.4

70.3

56.6

Some High
School

28.6

15.2

15.8

High School
or More

19.0

14.5

27.6

100.0
(21)

100.0
(138)

100.0
(1014)

Total
(N)

Gamma • .239
x 2 • 14.654

4 Degrees of Freedom

p.-c:::".005

r
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TABLE 49
PATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Paternal
Education
Levels

Immigrant
Generation

Nativity for Irish Ethnics
Second
Third
Generation
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

59.4

74.5

38.5

Some High
School

13.8

12.2

18.6

High School
or More

26.8

13.4

42.9

Gannna • .487
x2
• 173.160

4 Degrees of Freedom

p.C::::0.001
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TABLE 50
PATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Paternal
Education
Levels

Inunigrant
Generation

Nativity for Polish Ethnics
Second
Third
Generation
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

66.7

85.8

70.1

Some High
School

12.5

6.7

9.4

High School
or More

20.8

7.5

20.5

Gamma .... 221
X2

• 11.099

4 Degrees of Freedom

pC::::::.025
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TABLE 51
MATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Maternal Education Levels

Ethnic Affiliation
Per Cent
(N)

Eight Grades
or Less

51.5

(2509)

Some High
School

15.2

( 743)

High School
or More

33.3

(1623)

100.0

(4875)

Total
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TABLE 52
MATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE
THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Maternal
Education
Levels

Ethnic
Affiliation
Per Cent

German
Per Cent

Irish
Per Cent

Polish
Per Cent

Eight Grades
or Less

51.5

54.0

43.6

74.6

Some High
School

15.2

15.7

17.1

12.7

High School
or Greater

33.3

39.3

12.7

100.0
(1720)

100.0
(268)

Total
(N)

100.0

100.0

(4875)

(1175)
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TABLE 53
MATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Maternal
Education
Levels

Immigrant
Generation

Second
Generation

Third
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

69.3

72.7

40.9

Some High
School

12.4

12.0

16.8

High School
or Greater

18.3

15.2

42.2

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

(N)

(394)

(1262)

(3219)

Gamma • .501
X2
• 558. 055

4 Degrees of Freedom

PC::::: 0. 001
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maternal education.

A IOOderate association (Gamma • .501) is indicated.

Tables 54-56 depict those respondents indicating their mothers'
education level when nativity is considered for particular ethnic groups.

When

nativity is controlled for the sample, significant variation is reported.
Comparing the second and third generations within groups, the Irish report
higher educational levels for their mothers than other groups.

Poles lagged

far behind with only 18.3 per cent completing high school.
In summary, parental education levels are quite high.

Although sig-

nificant variation occurs when particular ethnic groups are compared, the
high standing of the total sample remains.

When generations within groups

are compared, educational levels generally rise with each passing native
generation.

When generations across groups are compared, the reports are

generally constant.
Paternal Drinking Patterns
Table 57 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and parental drinking patterns.

Twelve point nine per cent indicate their

fathers had problems with alcohol.

Table 58 shows that when the three ethnic

groups are compared, Poles report the highest (16.4) incidence of problem
drinkers.
Table 59 depicts the bivariate relationship between nativity and
paternal alcohol drinking patterns.
reported.

A slight association (Gamma • .181) is

When nativity across ethnic groups is held constant, second

generation Poles (16.2) and Irish (16.2) r,eport higher frequencies of
problem drinking than Germans (6.2).
third generation.

Similar results are reported for the

When generation within ethnic groups are compared (Tables

60-62) a significant increase in paternal problem drinking over three generations is reported.

Significant variation occurs between the first and
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TABLE 54
MATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)
Maternal
Education
Levels

Immigrant
Generation

Second
Generation

Third
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

77 .3

79.3

so.a.

Some High
School

13.6

7.9

16.8

9.1

12.9

33.2

High School
or Greater
Gamma •

X2

.535

• 48. 084

4 Degrees of Freedom

pc:::. 001

r
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TABLE 55
MATERNAL EDUCATION LEVELS BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Maternal
Education
Levels

Nativity for Irish Ethnics
Immigrant
Second
Generation
Generation

Third
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less

56.8

66.4

33.7

Some High
School

19.4

15.5

17.4

High School
or Greater

23.7

18.1

49.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

(139)

(N)

(425)

Gamma • .481
X2

• 167. 933

4 Degrees of Freedom

pc::::.001

(1156)

r
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TABLE 56
MATERNAL EDUCATION LEVEL BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Maternal
Education
Levels

Nativity for Polish Ethnics
Immigrant
Second
Third
Generation
Generation
Generation

Eight Grades
or Less
Some High
School
High School
or Greater
Total

75.0

92.4

57.9

8.3

1. 7

23.8

5.9

18.3

100.0
(118)

100.0
(126)

16.7 (

100.0

(24)

(N)

Gamma • .541
X2

• 41.188

4 Degrees of Freedom

pC::::::.001
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TABLE 57
ETHNIC AFFILIATION BY PATERNAL DRINKING PROBLEMS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic
Affiliation

Per Cent
(N)

Paternal Drinking Problems
Non-Problem
Problem
Total
Drinkers or
Drinkers
Abstainers
87.1

12.9

100.0

(4231)

(627)

(4858)

r
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TABLE 58
ETHNIC AFFILIATION AND THE THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
BY PATERNAL DRINKING PATTERNS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Paternal Drinking Problems
Non-Problem
Problem
Total
(N)
Drinkers and
Drinkers
Abstainers
Ethnic
Affiliation

87.1

12.9

100.0
(4858)

German

90.4

9.6

100.0
(1157)

Irish

84.2

15.8

100.0
(1707)

Polish

83.6

16.4

100.0
( 280)

r
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TABLE 59
PATERNAL DRINKING PATTERNS BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Parental Drinking Patterns
Non-Problem
Problem
Total
Drinkers or
Drinkers
(N)
Abstainers

Immigrant
Generation

95.3

4.7

100.0
( 402)

Second
Generation

87.7

12.3

100.0
(1282)

Third
Generation

85.8

14.2

100.0
(3175)

Gamma •
X2

.181

• 28.836

2 Degrees of Freedom

pc::::.001
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TABLE 60
PATERNAL DRINKING PATTERNS BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
German Ethnics

Paternal Drinking Patterns
Non-Problem
Problem
Total
Drinkers and
(N)
Drinkers
Abstainers

Innnigrant
Generation

100.0

..

Second
Generation

93.8

6.2

100.0
(145)

Third
Generation

89.7

10.3

100.0
(993)

Gamma • .332
x2

- 4.460

2 Degrees of Freedom

p-=::.107

100.0
( 19)

8~

TABLE 61
PATERNAL DRINKING PATTERNS BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Irish Ethnics

Parental Drinking Patterns
Non-Problem
Problem
Total
Drinkers and
Drinkers
(N)
Abstainers

Innnigrant
Generation

95.4

4.6

100.0
(151)

Second
Generation

83.8

16.2

100.0
(419)

Third
Generation

82.9

17.1

100.0
(1137)

Gamma • .182
x2

- 15.598

2 Degrees of Freedom

p -C::::::· 001
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TABLE 62
PATERNAL DRINKING PATTERNS BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Polish Ethnics

Paternal Drinking Patterns
Non-Problem
Problem
Total
Drinkers and
Drinkers
(N)
Abstainers

Immigrant
Generation

100.0

Second
Generation

83.8

16.2

100.0
(132)

Third
Generation

80.5

19.5

100.0
(128)

100.0
( 22)

Gamma • .266
X2

• 5.229

2 Degrees of Freedom

pc::::::,.073
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second generations.

A variety of factors may explain this variation, among

them the social disorganization accompanying immigration into a foreign
society and culture.

Poles (19.5) and Irish (12.5) report the greatest

increase in problem drinking.
The data reports significant problems with alcohol for the ethnic
respondents' fathers.

When nativity is controlled, there is a dramatic

increase in the incidence of alcoholic difficulties.
Parental Marriage Disorganization
Table 63 depicts the bivariate relationship between ethnic affiliation
and parental marriage disorganization.

A very small minority (4.2) report a

divorce or separation in their parents' marriage.

Table 63 also shows lower

frequencies when individual groups are compared.
Table 65 depicts the bivariate relationship between parental marriage
disorganization and nativity for ethnic affiliation.
(Gamma • .199) is indicated.

Insignificant variation occurs within these

three generations for ethnic affiliation.
variation is reported.

A slight association

When specific groups are examined,

Tables 66-68 show the relationship between parental

marriage disorganization and nativity for three ethnic groups.
pattern can be discerned across all groups.

No single

Why this variety exists cannot

be explained by the NORC data.
As can be seen, little marital disorganization occurred within the
parental marriages of these ethnic priests.
Analysis of Ethnic Affiliation
The ethnic context offers its members a refuge from the tensions of
the pluralistic secular context of occupational life.

In this ethnic con-

text--the ethnic immigrants coalesed into groups--later communities.

They

shared values and as the data showed

Here

an identity.

They "belonged."
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TABLE 63
ETHNIC AFFILIATION BY PARENTAL MARRIAGE DISORGANIZATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Ethnic
Affiliation

Parental Marriage Disorganization
Yes
No·
Total

Per Cent

95.8

4.2

100.0

(N)

4521

196

4717
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TABLE 64
PARENTAL MARRIAGE DISORGANIZATION BY ETHNIC AFFILIATION
AND THE THREE LARGEST ETHNIC GROUPS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Parental Marriage Disorganization
Yes

No

Total

(N)

Ethnic
Affiliation

95.8

4.2

100.0

(4717)

German

97.2

2.8

100.0

(1133)

Irish

96.6

3.4

100.0

(1628)

Polish

98.1

1.9

100.0

( 258)
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TABLE 65
PARENTAL MARRIAGE DISORGANIZATION BY NATIVITY FOR ETHNIC AFFILIATION
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Ethnic Affiliation

Parental Marriage Disorganization
Yes
No
Total
(N)

Innnigrant
Generation

98.2

1.8

100.0

( 386)

Second
Generation

96.3

3.7

100.0

(1231)

Third
Generation

95.4

4.6

100.0

(3100)

Gamma •
X2

.199

• 7.955

2 Degrees of Freedom

p.C:::::.018
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TABLE 66
PARENTAL MARRIAGE DISORGANIZATION BY NATIVITY FOR GERMAN ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
German Ethnics

I

Parental Marriage Disorganization
(N)
Total
Yes
No

Innnigrant
Generation

78.9

21.1

100.0

( 19)

Second
Generation

98.6

1.4

100.0

(140)

Third
Generation

97.3

2.7

100.0

(974)

Gamma • .218
2

x

- 24.081

2 Degrees of Freedom

pC::::.001
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TABLE 67
PARENTAL MARRIAGE DISORGANIZATION BY NATIVITY FOR IRISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Irish Ethnics

Parental Marriage Disorganization
(N)
Yes
No
Total

Immigrant
Generation

100.0

Second
Generation

96.7

Third
Generation

96.2

100.0

( 136)

3.3

100.0

( 418)

3.8

100.0

(1104)

Gamma • .246

x2

• 5.371

2 Deegrees of Freedom

pc::::::".068
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TABLE 68
PARENTAL MARRIAGE DISORGANIZATION BY NATIVITY FOR POLISH ETHNICS
(IN PERCENTAGES)

Nativity for
Polish Ethnics

Parental Marriage Disorganization
Yes
No
Total
(N)

Inunigrant
Generation

100.0

Second
Generation

96.5

Third
Generation

99.2

100.0

( 24)

3.5

100.0

(115)

0.8

100.0

(119)

Gamma • .342

x2

• 2.664

2 Degrees of Freedom

p.C:::.264

r
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were not any "Micks," "Dagos," "Krauts," or "Polocks," as they were outside.
Only Tom's, Tony's, Han's, and Stan's, lived in these communities.

In the

ethnic context, the parental families of America's second and third generation Catholic priests themselves were raised, courted, married, and then
raised families of their own.
As overseas immigration was restricted by racist WASP policies, the new
blood necessary for the community's life was cut off--insuring the death of
American ethnic life.

Other forces within the larger society were at work

to break down American ethnicity.

The Great Depression forced many men to

migrate with their families around the country in search of work.
survival needs forced abandonment of their ethnic homes.

Sheer

More recently,

urban renewal and the migration of other ethnic groups from the Southern
United States and from the Southern

Hemisp~ere

has uprooted entire communities

from the bases developed since early immigration periods.

As the data shows,

migration did not end with the boat docking in port.
Basic job skills demanded by increased technology and by the spread of
compulsory education, raised the educational levels of most Americans.

In

many cases parochial tuition costs could not be covered by the poor, working
class ethnics.

Their children attended public schools.

In these schools,

the value of their particular ethnic cultures was not taught.

The warmth and

goodness of the Catholic ethnic culture was replaced by the sterile, guiltridden Puritan values of the WASP majority.
Removed over generations from the social context of the ethnic community, the ethnic was exposed to the larger WASP society.
possible to distinguish one from the next.

Soon it was not

Michael Novak (1969) richly

describes this as the case of the Irish in America.

Separated from their

own socio-cultural context, the American ethnic turned to WASP institutions
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for help and survival in the nameless anonymous society of the mid-twentieth
century.
The local parish once the social and religious center of his life now
was characterized as a religious filling station.
past needing burial.

For some it symbolized a

In some measure this is evidenced by the rise in anti-

religious attitudes among the respondents' fathers.
Distant--geographically and socially--from his ethnic roots, and
still foreign in nativist circles, the American ethnic lacked the social
outlets to relieve his tensions.

The increase in drinking problems is

evidence of this frustrating situation.
The implications these results hold for the Catholic Church in the
United States are not clearly evident.
becoming clear.

First, the immigrant

However, some characteristics are
chur~h

is dead.

No longer will

recruits for the American Catholic priesthood be drawn from large pools of
ethnic recruits.

The opportunity for American Catholics to develop a dis-

tinctive religious identity within the Roman communion is before the American
Church now.

Secondly, the identification of the clergy with specific ethnic

groups is fast becoming a memory from the past.

Unless the Church turns

inward and rejects the product of America's assimilation and acculturation
processes, its recruits will more closely identify with the general American
experience than with the hyphenated experiences the ethnic communities
offered.

Finally, it may be advanced that this Americanization of the ethnic

Church will provide grounds for additional'conflict within clerical ranks.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The research findings presented in the previous pages have focused on
the effects of ethnicity on other social origin variables for a sample of
4,875 ethnically affiliated Roman Catholic priests.

It was assumed that

the Catholic religious professional was socialized in a context similar to
those of other ethnic-based professions.

It has been shown that a crucial

intervening variable mediates the above mentioned relationship.
population under study, control was established on nativity.

For the

This con-

trol was utilized in order to test the effects of acculturation and assimilation on the sample under study.
Immigrant generation ethnics, characterized as "old country" in their
{

orientation were found to display wide variation in their family backgrounds
than second and third generation ethnics.

Although the range for each

generation varied for each variable under study, the variation generally was
more significant when the first and second generations were compared to the
third.

The second generation evidenced a tendency to. be a "bridge" between

the other two generations.
More recently arrived groups (the Poles) indicated significant variation from other more "native" groups.

They reported results more charac-

teristic of a group unsignificantly afflicted by the larger non-ethnic
socio-cultural context.
In conclusion, the research permits generalization to the population
of all ethnically affiliated American priests.

There is a demonstrable dis-

tinction between ethnic generations in regard to certain social origin vari-
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ables.

There appears to be an even greater distinction between the more

recently arrived and older settled ethnic groups.
Possibly most important is the clear demonstration of contextual
variation within the recruitment base of a single profession.

Only further

study of the entire recruitment context of the Roman Catholic priesthood
will reveal the effects these contextual differences .have for future recruitment possibilities.
Implications for Further Research
If the conclusions of this study are to benefit further analysis of
the contextual characteristics of organizations, future research should
attempt to build upon the findings reported here.

To facilitate this

heuristic process the writer offers the following suggestions for future
study.
l.

The nature of the context should be specified as an intervening

variable in the relationship between ethnicity and other variables.

Ethnic

subtypes, e.g., nativity and mixed ethnic-generational backgrounds should
be operationalized and controlled whenever the data allows.
2.

Validity and reliability of measurements on what exactly con-

stitutes ethnic affiliation must be sought.

Active utilization of the

global-analytic distinction may further this cause.
3.

An in-depth case study of each ethnic group in a given sample is

a necessity for processing additional data in the nature of the group.
4.

Further research on the Catholic priest which analyzes the

recruitment base of the religious professional should make use of the
nativity distinction noting particularly the differences in region and
history for the group under study.
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nillion11l opinion research c e n t e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
60~1) Soutti Ellis A'.'En(;e, Ch:cagc, lllinoi.> 60637
'584-5600 Area Code 312

NORMAN M. BRADBURN, o.,ec,.,
PAUL B. SHEATSLEY, Swr.,.y R••••r<:h Se•wce O"ec'°'

December, 1969
Dear Colleague,
Th&·Ainerican bishops have commissioned the National Opinion Research Center, a professional research organization affiliated with the University of C~icago, to conduce a comprehensive study of the Catholic priesthood in the United States and of American priests living
abroad.
You are one of 6,000 diocesan and religious priests who have b~en selected oy scientific
probability sampling methods to participate in this study, To enable us to determine with a
high degree of accuracy the opinions and attitudes of priests regarding the vital issues confconting them, we chose an exceptionally large sample for this research. A sli5htly ~mended
version of the questionnaire will be sent to a separate sample of those priests who have recently resigned from the active ministry.
This booklet is the outcome of many months oi discussion and consultation with research
scholars in the fields of theology, scripture, Church history, ascetics, sociology, and psychology; with bishops and major superiors; with representatives of priests' associations; and
with many priests active in various ministries.
{

The questionnaire h:i~ t-ee::t ztt:dicd z:nd apiJroved by tlie ;)ishops 1 CommLt:tee on r'astoral

Research and Practices and also has been endorsed by an ac ~oc committee of ~z:jor suptricrs
appointed by the president of the Conference of l-lajor Superiors of r;en. ~evertheless, it
goes without saying that it is entirely up to you whether you want to complete the questionnaire.
None of the questions should be interpreted as calling for a manifestation of conscience.
Some of the items concern controversial issues, but no question is ~orded to impute or im?ly
any judgment on cur part. Your freedom to orait a response is always respected.
The anonymity of your answers is professionally guaranteed. NORC cannot release r<!s?ondents' na11es to anyot".e, including sponsoring clients. The purpose oi the code number on this
page is to permit us to send follow-u? letters to persons who do not return the questio1111aire
so that we can get a high co~9letion rate. Ultimately your responses will be linked only to
the first part of the identification n~~ber, ~hie~ refers to your diocese or religious community, thereby allowing us to make a variety of statistir.al comparisons. No researcher will examine the questionnaire until after personal identification has heen removed.
When you have filled out the entire questionnaire as com?letely and candidly as possible,
please send it to us in the prepaid return envelope at your earliest convenience.
We would like to thank you for the time and thoughtful consideration we hope you will give
to this questionnaire. It is long, but it covers a lot oi ground--good ground we hope, whic~
will yield much for the Church in the United States and particularly for you and all our fellowpriests.
Fratern.i lly,

IZ~a.~

(Rev.) Richard A. Schoenherr
Senior Study Director
CO:fFIDC:lTIAL
Survey 5029

qv-e. M·..&-.,!f

(Rev.) John Mulhearn, SJ
Research Associate
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~ssociate

"

-42-

DECK 13

99.

What is your national back~round on
your .natural father's side?

~~en

you were growing u~, did vour ~~~ily
belong to a "national" parish,. i.e., one
that was noticeablv in€luenced bv a ~ar
ticular nat~onalic; group? If ;parish
had one er more :-1asses at which the ~cri"
tural readings and the set:non were in a ·
foreign language, or in other ~ays had a
distinct "natio:lal" ~l.avor, ~.g., r:iostly
Irish clergy and parishioners, consider it
a national parish. (The use of the tcr.:-.
"national" parish for the purposes of this
question goes beyond the well-known distinction between territorial and national
parishes in the -strict sense.) CIR~C: om:
CODE.
Yes (ANSWER A)
•. 1
37/0

~~at is your national background on
your natural mother's side?
. CIRCLE mrE CODE r:: :.".CH COLL~~~ UNDER
A .S. B. IF YOU iL\VE ::-UXED lu'lCES!RY O:'i
EITHER SIDE, nmICATE TIIE BACKGROUND YOU
CONSIDER NOST DO~·IINA.NT.

No

• • • • • • •• 2

Q. 98

A.

!3 •

Father

Mother

Q. 99

A.
·English, Scotch, Welsh, English Canadian
Australian. New Zealand •
• •••••

-

. ... .........
. ...... . . .......

01 38 39/00

01 40 41/00 I

02
03

02
03

01
02
03

....

04

04

04

........... ....
...
....
....

Russian or other Eastern European

OS
06
07
08
09
10

OS
06
07
08
09
10

OS
06
07
08
09
10

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American, including
Puerto Rican
• • • • • • • • • • • • •

11

11

ll

. .........

12
13

12
13

12
13

African countries •
Irish ••

German

... . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .

Scandinavian

Italian • • • •

• • • • • • •

. . . . •. .

Polish
Lithuanian

.. .... . . .

•... ,,..

French, French Canadian, Belgian

......

Other (SPECIFY) - - - - - - - - - - - Don't know

ten you were growing up, did your family
lentify ·wit!l an~r nationality group? CIRCLE

~

-

Wnat nationa.licy
group attenc!ed
t'he oar isrl°?

CODE. ,

IF "YES":

Yes, strongly (A(;SWER A) 1

101. Do .I.2!!. now identify with any particular
., . nationality group? CIRCLE c:;;:: CGDE •

44/0

Yes, strongly

47/0

A) l

Yes, somewhat (ANSWER A) 2

Yes, somewhat (.\N5wEil A) 2 ,

No, hardly at all

No, hardly at all

••• 3

With ~·hich nationali::y group
did they identify themselves?

A.· IF ''YES":

45-46/00
PLEASE LIST THE CODE ~>lJ"}!BER USED IN Q.
99A WHICH IKDICA!ES ~iATIONALITY GROUP:

------=-=·

....... .

• • • • • 1
Yes, separated but not
divorced (At-;SWEa. A) ••••• 2
•nd what year were you ordained?

3

With which nationality group
do you identify?

48-49/00

c:nc: 1'1.:"}3E.' t:SED rn Q.
n.1nc.An:s &\'!'IC~:.u.rn CROt.-P: _ __

PLEASE LIST Tffi:

99A. ·WHICH

Were your parents ever div·.~·.~ ·.r. sepa.rated from each other?
IF PARENT HAD DIED, CIRCLE '/;~.;, NOT APPLY."
No ••

(A~SWER

CIRCLE CNE CODE.

·------···----

Yes, divorced (ANSWER A)

. .. • 3

Does not apply • • • • • • • •

1---i

• 4

-------

70/0

-41-

DECK 13

reg3rd to drinkir.g h3bits, in which cate~or; would yo~ place your father and mother when vou
1
. growing up? CIRCLE m;c. CODE ;.N EACH COLL'!-L.'i. If PARE~"I' WAS NOT PRESENT WHEN YOU WERE GROWD:G
eclRCLE "DOES (;QT APPLY."

...
Light drinker
....
Moderate drinker • . . . . . . . .
Heavy drinker
.......
Total abstainer

at

[Father

~~:- t ~: :-:-

l" 25/0

1

2

2

3

·3

4

4

Alcoholic

s

s

Does not apply

6

6

was the highest grade in school completed by your father and you-c mother?

I

26/0

CIRCLE 0:-IB CODE I~1

Cli COLUMN.

No schooling

Father
· I ~'ot!°:e"':'"
]
• Ol 27-28/00 01 29-30/00

....
'

8th grade or less

02

02

Some high school • • • • • • • 03

03

High school graduate

• • • 04

04

• •. • • • 05

05

• 06
Master's degree or equivalent 07

06

Doctor's degree or equivalent 08
Don't kno~1 •
09

08

Some college • •
College degree •

07

09

,at was your father's and your mother's religion when you were growing up?
:RCI.E O~iE CODE IN EACn COLUHN.

lw

..
....

Catholic (born) . •
Catholic

(convert~

•

...

Protestant • • • •
Other (DESCRIBE)

devout would you say your father and·mother were when you were growing up?

~CH COLtr.1.'i.

Father I

Hot:h~r

l

1 32/0

31/0

2

2

3

3

4

4

CIRCLE ONE CODE IN

IF PARENT ~'OT PRESE~i WHEN GROWING UP, CIRCLE "DOES NOT AP!'LY."

. .....•
Fairly devout
..
Indifferent to religion . . . . .
Agnostic • . .
.. ..
......• .
Anti-religion
Does not apply
....
Very devout

are your natural father and natural QOther bot:tl in the United States?

Father
l

3310

Yothe.r
l

2

2

3

3

4

4

s

s

6

6

34/0

CIRCLE ONE CODE IN EACH

JLUMN.
Yes
No • ·• •

..
...

Don't know ••

Father

l

35/0

l

2

2

3

3

36/0

ICJ..,..,~c.

u;,;:. \..v.n:. •

.LU•

New England (!·!.aine, Nei.; HJID';lshire, }fassac:1usetts, Connecc:icut, Rhode Island, Vernont
Middle Atlantic

(~Jew

01 11/00

York, New JP.rse/, Per.nsylva.:.i.:i) •

02

East North Central (Ohic, Inciana, Il:inois, !1ichigan, wisconsin)

l ~-

03

West North Cen':ral (:-!innesota, Iowa, Missou:::i, N. :.'akot.a, S. Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas 04
Mountain (l-!ontana, Idaho, Wyorn.i.ng, Colorado, N. Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada)

OS

Pacific (Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, Hawaii) • • • •

06

South Atlantic (Ddawarc, }laryland, D. c., Virginia, W. Virginia, S. Carolina, N. Carolina, Georgia, Florida) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
07

..

08

.......... .
. . . . . ........ . ...... .. ..

·

-

-

-

~

~

~

09
10
~

-

.

.

-

.

.

,

.

....
¥'"
.

.

•

~

,

:

o

"

·

.. · - - -......-.,....__,._ _
'

!

'

"

'

'

"

"

1

'

9

'

"

~

<

:

-

-

-

.

~

.

.

,

,

.

_______________. . . . .__..____ •______. .,. .,_,,__..,_,...,......,..,_....,_ _,..

.

Didn't grow up in United States

p

West South Central (Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas)

-

East South Central (Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi)

..

-: \·.

-·'·--

~-•w

i

'.

i
....

_..,.. __

•

<
I
~

..
\

.

•

. .

-.

.. '

•

..
w

-

.

~
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